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1. Motorway + Hotel
a) Motel b) Mohotel c) Motal
d) Motorway hotel e) Answer not known

2. Infomercial is the blended form of
a) Informative + Commercial
b) Information + Commerce
c) Information + Commercial
d) Commercial + informative
e) Answer not known

3. Match the following phrases given in Column A with
the blending words in Column B

Column A Column B
A. Technology + Wizard 1. Diffabled
B. International + police 2. Forex
C. Differently + abled 3. Techno-wizard
D. Foreign + exchange 4. Interpol

A B C D A B C D
a) 4 1 3 2 b) 3 4 1 2
c) 1 2 3 4 d) 2 3 4 1
e) Answer not known

4. International + Police
a) International police b) National pol
c) Interlice d) Interpol
e) Answer not known

5. Form a new word by blending the words : Helicopter
+ Airport
a) Airport b) Aerodrome c) Heliport
d) Aerocopter e) Answer not known

6. Identify the words which blend to form the word ‘in-
tercom’ and choose the correct answer from the
codes given below:
a) inter + communication
b) international + communication
c) internal + communication
d) internal + communicate
e) Answer not known

7. Mechanics + Electronics
a) Mechatron b) Mechatronics
c) Mechanicaltron d) Mechatronical
e) Answer not known

8. Match column A with B, and select the correct an-
swer from the codes given

Column A Column B
A. International + Police 1. Moped
B. Education+ Entertainment 2. Electrocute
C. Motor + Pedal cycle 3. Interpol
D. Electro + execute 4. Edutainment

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 4 1 2 b) 3 1 2 4
c) 3 1 4 2 d) 3 4 2 1
e) Answer not known

9. Bat + Mash
a) Bat mash b) Batsmash c) bash
d) Tmash e) Answer not known

10. Identify the words which blend to form the word
‘slang’ and choose the correct answer from the codes
given below:
a) slow + language b) slovenly + language
c) sleep + language d) slum + language
e) Answer not known

11. Sex + Exploitation
a) Sexexploitation b) Exploitations
c) Sexploitation d) Sexex
e) Answer not known

12. Match the following words given under Column A with
the blended forms under Column B:

Column A Column B
A. Medical + claim 1. Comsat
B. Transfer + resistor 2. Mediclaim
C. Telephone + telegram 3. Transistor
D. Communication + satellite 4. Phonogram

A B C D A B C D
a) 1 2 3 4 b) 2 3 4 1
c) 4 2 3 1 d) 3 2 1 4
e) Answer not known

13. Cosmetic + Pharmaceutical
a) Cosmeticceutic b) Cosmeceutical
c) Cosmeticceutical d) Ticpharma
e) Answer not known

14. Form a new word by blending the words ‘motorway’
and ‘hotel’.
a) motohotel b) mowayiel c) motorel
d) motel e) Answer not known

15. Fan + Magazine
a) Fanzine b) Fanmag c) Fanmagazine
d) Fanmaga e) Answer not known

16. Stay home + Vacation
a) Stay  home vacation b) Home vacation
c) Stay vacation d) Staycation
e) Answer not known

17. Form a new word by blending the words. news +
broadcast
a) newcast b) newsbroad c) newsbroadcast
d) newscast e) Answer not known

18. Travel + catalogue
a) Travel catalogue b) Travel cat
c) Travelogue d) Velcatalogue
e) Answer not known

19. Identify the words which blend to form the word
Interpol and choose the correct answer from the
codes given below.
a) Inter + police b) Information + police
c) International + police d) Internal + police
e) Answer not known

20. Global + English
a) Geneglish b) Globalenglish c) Globalish
d) Globish e) Answer not known

21. Fourteen + night
a) Fourteenight b) Fortnight c) Fourtynight
d) Fourtnight e) Answer not known

General English (100)
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22. Find correct blending word for ‘Education + Enter-
tainment’ :
a) Educament b) Edutainment
c) Edument d) Eduenterment
e) Answer not known

23. Teleprinter + Exchange
a) Telex b) Teleprinter exchange
c) Printerex d) Printerexchange
e) Answer not known

24. Match the following words given under Column A with
the blended forms under Column B.

Column A Column B
A. Splash+ spatter 1. Sky lab
B. Travel+ catalogue 2. Docudrama
C. Sky+ laboratory 3. Splatter
D. Documentary+ drama 4. Travelogue

A B C D A B C D
a) 1 2 3 4 b) 3 1 2 4
c) 3 4 1 2 d) 2 1 4 3
e) Answer not known

25. Pulse + Quasar
a) Pulsar b) Pulse Quasar c) Quasars
d) Qualse e) Answer not known

26. Agitation + Propaganda
a) Agitationprop b) Agitpro
c) Tationprop d) Agitpro paganda
e) Answer not known

27. Form a new word by blending the words Splash+
sputter
a) Splutter b) Splatter c) Platter
d) None e) Answer not known

28. Television + broadcast
a) Television cast b) Telecast c) Vision cast
d) Tele broad e) Answer not known

29. Match the following words given under Column A with
the blended words under Column B and select the
answer from the codes given below :

Column A Column B
A. Motor + Pedal Cycle 1. Medicare
B. Medical+ Care 2. Mobike
C. Motor + Bike 3. Motel
D. Motor+ Hotel 4. Moped

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 4 2 1 b) 1 2 3 4
c) 2 3 4 1 d) 4 1 2 3
e) Answer not known

30. Motor + bike
a) Motor bikes b) Mobike c) Motorke
d) Torbike e) Answer not known

31. Electro + execute
a) Electroexcute b) Electrons c) Electrocute
d) Execution e) Answer not known

32. Which among the following is not a word formed by
blending?
a) biopic b) motel c) notebook
d) guesstimate e) Answer not known

33. Spanish + English
a) Spanglish b) Sapnish c) Spangle
d) Spang e) Answer not known

34. Form a new word by blending the words. Electro +
execute
a) elcuted b) elexecuted
c) eleccuted d) electrocute
e) Answer not known

35. Binary + digit
a) Binary digit b) bit c) Arydigit
d) Bidigit e) Answer not known

36. S.C Bose was Born Jan 23, 1897 - 1945, ______ Orissa.
a) Jharsuguda b) Cuttack c) Sambalpur
d) Bhuvaneshwar e) Answer not known

37. Smoke + Fog
a) Smokefog b) Smog c) Mokefog
d) Smofog e) Answer not known

38. Binary+ digit’ the blended form of this word is
a) bidigitx b) binarit c) bit
d) binary digit e) Answer not known

39. Emotion + icon
a) Emotioncon b) Emocon c) Emoticon
d) Emotcon e) Answer not known

40. Choose the correct blending word from the given
options for “Breakfast + Lunch”
a) Break lunch b) Fast lunch c) Blunch
d) Brunch e) Answer not known

41. Alcohol + Pop
a) Alcopop b) Alcoholpop c) Alcpop
d) Alcohopop e) Answer not known

42. Fill in the blanks with correct option Lecdem is the
blended form of
a) Lecture and demon
b) Lecture and demonstration
c) Lecturer and demo
d) Lecturer and demonstration
e) Answer not known

43. Biography + Picture
a) Biographypic b) Biopic c) Graphypicture
d) Biopicture e) Answer not known

44. Stagnation + inflation
a) Stagflation b) Staginflation
c) Nationinflation d) Nationflation
e) Answer not known

45. SC Bose stared the newspaper ______.
a) Hind b) Kesari c) Swaraj
d) Maratta e) Answer not known

46. Situation + Comedy
a) Situationcom b) Sitcom c) Tioncom
d) Tioncomedy e) Answer not known

47. Choose the correct blending word from the given
options for “television + broad cast”
a) telebroad b) broadvision c) telecast
d) castvision e) Answer not known

48. Breath + Analyzer
a) Breathalyzer b) Breathanalyzer
c) Breathlyzer d) Breathanalyze
e) Answer not known
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49. Match the following words given in Column A with
the blending words in Column B and select the answer
from the codes given below:

Column A Column B
A. Electro + execute 1. Heliport
B. Helicopter + airport 2. Smog
C. Smoke + fog 3. Telex
D. Teleprinter + exchange 4. Electrocute

A B C D A B C D
a) 2 4 3  1 b) 4 1 2 3
c) 3 2 1  4 d) 1 3 4 2
e) Answer not known

50. Guitar + Arthritis
a) Tarthritis b) Guitararth c) Guitarthritis
d) Guitritis e) Answer not known

51. In the year of 1920, Bose secured _______rank in ICS
exams.
a) Fourth b) Second c) Third
d) First e) Answer not known

52. Bose addressed Gandhi as father of nation in 1944 in
_______.
a) Azadth b) Azad Hind Radio
c) Hindi Radio d) Asfath Radio
e) Answer not known

53. Bose plane Crash _______.
a) 1943 b) 1944 c) 1945
d) 1946 e) Answer not known

54. Sports + Broadcast
a) Sports broad b) Sports broad cast
c) Sportscast d) Sports
e) Answer not known

55. Slang + Language
a) Slanguage b) Slanglanguage
c) Language d) Slangl
e) Answer not known

56. Match the following phrases given in Column A with
the blending words in Column B :

Column A Column B
A. Information + System 1. Vash
B.  Bombay + Hollywood 2. Moped
C.  Motor + Pedal cycle 3. Bollywood
D. Volcanic + Ash 4. Infosys

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 2 4 1 b) 4 1 2 3
c) 2 1 3 4 d) 4 3 2 1
e) Answer not known

57. Vital +Amine
a) Vitalamin b) Vitamone c) Vitalm
d) Vitamin e) Answer not known

58. Bose became president of all India Youth congress in
_______.
a) 1923 b) 1924 c) 1925
d) 1926 e) Answer not known

59. The title “Netaji” was given by ______ to Bose.
a) Gandhi b) Rabindranath Tagore
c) Mohammad Iqbal d) Rajaji
e) Answer not known

60. Information + Entertainment

a) Information ment b) Infotainment

c) Informationtainment d) Infoentertainment

e) Answer not known

61. Smack + Mash

a) Smackmash b) Smash c) Smacksh

d) Smacks e) Answer not known

62. Bose was CEO of calcutta Municipal corporation in

______.

a) 1922 b) 1923 c) 1924

d) 1924 e) Answer not known

Comprehension (63 - 68)

Dear coach,

Thanks for the special gifts that you have given
to my child. You learned his name and spoke it often.
You taught him the basics of the sport as well as spe-
cial ways to improve and excel. Although you had a
whole team of kids to mentor, you took time for in-
dividual instruction where needed.

Under your care, I have watched him transform
from a timid, doubting child to a strong, happy play-
er willing to give all for the team. Throughout the
season when he gave his best, even though it was
not quite enough to gain that extra point, you
recognised his contribution with a pat on the back
and encouraging words.

Your wise approach showed him that, although
winning is a goal, there are other goals just as wor-
thy. He learned the value of finishing what he start-
ed and joy of personal accomplishment. These at-
tributes carried him through a season that was full of
hard work and fun, discouragement and resolve, de-
feat and victory.

And at the very end, at the championship meet
when he brought home his first place medal, you
were among those who were so very proud of how
far he had come. It is a victory to all of us. What amaz-
es me is you’ve taught them skills that will last a life-
time. You’ve kindled in them a  desire to excel. The
medals, trophies and  ribbons are all symbols of real
gifts. These most certainly have had to come straight
from your heart.

With appreciation,

A parent.

63. What did the coach teach the child?
a) Learned his name
b) The  coach  taught  the  child  the basics of

sports as well as  special ways  to  improve
and excel.

c) Transformation
d) Education
e) Answer not known
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64. What values did the child learn?
a) He  learned value of finishing what he  started

and  the  joy of personal accomplishment.
b) Wise approach
c) Value of gaining extra point
d) Value of giving best
e) Answer not known

65. The parents noticed some changes in the child.
What were they?
a) Transformed from happy player to strong

player
b) Transformed from strong player to happy

player
c) Transformed from foolish player to strong

player.
d) The child had transformed from a timid,

doubting child to a strong, happy player
willing to give all  for a  team.

e) Answer not known
66. Find sentences /words from the text which ex-

press the following:

a) The parent’s earlier view of  the  child ______.

a) Strong child b) Happy player
c) timid and doubting  child d) Hard working
e) Answer not known

67. Find sentences /words from the text which ex-
press the following:
One of  the qualities of  the  teacher ______.
a) Timid approach b) Wise approach
c) Happy approach d) Fun approach
e) Answer not known

68. Find sentences /words from the text which ex-
press the following:
Words  related  to prize _____.
a) Trophies b) Ribbons c) Medals
d) All of the above e) Answer not known
Comprehension (69 - 74)

1. Laughing is an excellent way to reduce stress
in our lives; it can help you to cope with and
survive a stressful life. Laughter provides
full-scale support for your muscles and
unleashes a rush of stress busting
endorphins. Since our body cannot distinguish
between real and fake laughter, anything that
makes you giggle will have a positive impact.

2. Laughter Therapy aims to get people laugh-

ing, in groups and individual sessions and can
help reduce stress, make people and employ-
ees happier and more committed, as well as
improve their interpersonal skills. This
laughter comes from the body and not the
mind.

3. Laughter Yoga (Hasya yoga) is a practice
involving prolonged voluntary laughter. It
aims to get people laughing in groups. It is
practised in the early mornings in open-parks.
It has been made popular as an exercise
routine developed by Indian physician Madan
Kataria, who writes about the practice in his
2002 book ‘Laugh for no reason’. Laughter
Yoga is based on the belief that voluntary
laughter provides the same physiological as
well as psychological benefits as
spontaneous laughter

4. Laughter yoga session may start with gentle
warm up techniques which include stretch-
ing, chanting, clapping, eye contact and body
movements to help break down inhibitions
and encourage a sense of playfulness. More-
over, laughter is the best medicine. Breath-
ing exercises are used to prepare the lungs
for laughter followed by a series of laughter
exercises that combine a method of acting
and visualization techniques. Twenty min-
utes of laughter is sufficient to augment phys-
iological development.

5. A handful of small scale scientific studies
have indicated that laughter yoga has some
medically beneficial effects, including cardio-
vascular health and mood. This therapy has
proved to be good for depressed patients.
This laughter therapy also plays a crucial role
in socialbonding.

69. How does  laughter help one  to  cope with
stress?

a) It increases stress
b) It reduces stress
c) It adds to stress
d) It has no effect on stress
e) Answer not known

70. Which word  in  the  text  (para 2) means  the
same as  ‘dedicated’?
a) Interpersonal b) Committed c) Stress
d) Laughing e) Answer not known

71. Madan kataria wrote his book in _____.
a) 2004 b) 2003 c) 2002
d) 2001 e) Answer not known

72. ‘Laughter  is  the ______ medicine’.
a) Good b) Worst c) Best
d) Both (a) and (c) e) Answer not known

73. Laughter yoga has proved to be good _____ pa-
tients.
a) Angry b) Sad

c) To be good for depressed patients
d) Happy e) Answer not known
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74. Laughter yoga is _____.
a) Haha yoga b) Hasya yoga c) Hehe yoga

d) Hash yoga e) Answer not known

75. Camera + Recorder

a) Cameracorder b) Camerarec c) Cameras

d) Camcorder e) Answer not known

76. Bose was the Bharat Rathna recipient in the year of

_______.

a) 1990 b) 1991 c) 1992

d) 1993 e) Answer not known

77. Cheating + Texting

a) Cheatext b) Chexting c) Texting

d) Cheatexting e) Answer not known

78. Clap + Crash

a) Clash b) Clapcrash c) Claper

d) Crashclap e) Answer not known

79. Bose joined Indian National Army in ______.

a) 1943 b) 1942 c) 1941

d) 1940 e) Answer not known

80. Flame + Glare

a) Flameglare b) Flamegl c) Flameg

d) Flare e) Answer not known

81. Flirting + Relationship

a) Flirtation b) Flirtationship

c) Flirtationships d) Flirting relation

e) Answer not known

82. Gleam + Shimmer

a) Gleams b) Gleamshim c) Glimmer

d) Gleamshimmer e) Answer not known

83. Motor + Pedal

a) Moped b) Motorpedal c) Torpedal

d) Modal e) Answer not known

84. Pal + Alimony

a) Palalimony b) Pals c) Palimony

d) Palatim e) Answer not known

Directions : (85 - 100) Ans the following questions

from “Lessons in life” Poem.

85. Who wrote the Poem “Lessons in Life”?

a) Brigette Bryant and Daniel Ho

b) Shanthini Govindan

c) Mark Twain

d) R.L Stevenson

e) Answer not known

86. Synonym of bloom

a) Humble b) Come into c) Fear

d) Clear e) Answer not known

87. What kind of parts of speech is the word “ tiniest”?

a) Noun b) Adverb c) Adjective

d) Conjunction e) Answer not known

88. According to the poets, who is important?

a) Everyone b) Mother c) Neighbour

d) Friends e) Answer not known

89. Find out the figure of speech:

Having a friend is like planting a flower.

a) Simile b) Metaphor c) Personification

d) Oxymoron e) Answer not known

90. Fill in the blanks:

Show love and ______ it one day will bloom.

a) Humble b) Kindness c) Gifts

d) Care e) Answer not known

91. In the poem “ Lessons in Life”, we

walk on this planet refers

a) We live in this world

b) We walk on this world

c) We work on this time

d) We walk on this road

e) Answer not known

92. What deserves “thank you”?

a) The smallest gift b) The smallest surprise

c) The smallest lesson d) The biggest happiness.

e) Answer not known

93. What are not always so simple?

a) Lessons in life b) Lessons in history

c) Lessons in future d) Lessons in past

e) Answer not known

94. Find out the figure of speech?

“I respect you and you respect

I think of you and you think of me”.

a) Repetition b) Alliteration c) Simile

d) Metaphor e) Answer not known

95. Fill in the blanks:

Even the tiniest creature needs ______.

a) Room b) Window c) Cupboard

d) Wardrope e) Answer not known

96. Synonyms be qualified for

a) Deserves b) Cancel c) Objective

d) Creative e) Answer not known

97. Fill in the blanks:

Nothing you are given will ever come ______.

a) Free b) Often c) Surprise

d) Gift e) Answer not known

98. Rhyme scheme:

“Having a friend is like planting a flower

Show love and kindness it one day will bloom

Let’s be aware as we walk on this plant

Even the tiniest creature needs room”.

a) abab b) abac c) aabb

d) abba e) Answer not known

99. Synonym - Forgotten

a) Out of mind b) Out of place c) Out of tear

d) Memory loss e) Answer not known

100.Fill in the blanks:
Know that you matter and you make a _____.
a) Same b) Difference c) Important

d) Free e) Answer not known
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101. In a competitive exam 4 marks are given for every

correct answer and (-2) marks are given for every

incorrect answer, kalaivizhi attended the exam and

answered all the questions and scored 20 marks only

even though she got 10 correct answers. How many

questions did she answer incorrectly?

  

     

   



 





a) 2 b) 10 c) 12 d) 8

e) Answer not known / 

102.Express  42 and 100 as the sum of two consecutive
primes.
   

a) 1 + 41, 1 + 99 b) 18 + 24, 46 + 54
c) 2 + 40, 2+ 98 d) 19 + 23, 47 + 53
e) Answer not known / 

103.Vasu and Visu went for a picnic.  Their mother gave
them a baggage of 10 one litre water bottles.  Vasu

consumed 
2

5
of the water Visu consumed the remain-

ing water.  How much water did Vasu drink?
a) 5 litre b) 4 litre c) 6 litre
d) 7 litre e) Answer not known

 

 
2

5






a)  b) 

c)  d)   

e) 

104.A swimming  pool 9m wide and 12m long is 1m deep

on the shallow side and 4m deep on the deeper side.

Its volume is : (in m3)







a) 208 b) 270 c) 360 d) 408

e) Answer not known / 

105.The traffic lights at three different road junctions

change after every 40 seconds, 60 seconds and 72

seconds respectively. If they changed simultaneously

together at 8 a.m at the junctions, at what time will

they simultaneously change together again?

a) 7.54 pm b) 7.54 am c) 8.06 pm

d) 8.06 am e) Answer not known



40, 60 

 72    

  8   



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

106.A square of side 2 cm is joined with a rectangle of

length 15 cm and breadth 10 cm. Find the perimeter

of the combined shape.(cm)

  





a) 60 b) 56 c) 66 d) 54

e) Answer not known / 

107.Find the principal if the difference between compound

interest and simple interest on it at 15% per annum

for 3 years is Rs. 1134

      

̀ 



a) ` 12, 000 b) ` 16,000

c) ` 8,000 d) ` 6,000

e) Answer not known / 

108.The perimeter of a triangular plot is 600 m. If the

sides are in the ratio 5:12:13, then find the area of

the plot. (m2)



    



a) 10000 b) 12000 c) 1200 d) 15000

e) Answer not known / 

109.Mean of 100 observations is found to be 40. At the

time of computation two items were wrongly taken

as 3 and 72 instead of 30 and 27. Find the correct

Mean.

 







a) 39.82 b) 40.18 c) 41 d) 42.5

e) Answer not known / 

110.If a company pays ̀ 6 lakh for 15 workers for 20 days,

what would it pay for 5 workers for 12 days? (lakh)









a) `1.6 b) `1.2 c) `1.3 d) `1.5
e) Answer not known / 

Aptitude (25)
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111.Four identical medals, each of diameter 7cm are

placed as shown in Fig.  Find the area of the shaded

region between the coins. (in sq.cm)



    



a) 18.5 b) 10.5 c) 11.5 d) 9.5

e) Answer not known / 

112.The marks scored by a set of students in a test are 65,

97, 78, 49, 23, 48, 59, 98. The range for this data is

 , ,  ,

 ,  , , ,

a) 90 b) 75 c) 74 d) 73

e) Answer not known / 

113.An alloy consists of 30% copper and 40% zinc and the

remaining is nickel. Find the amount of nickel in 20

kilograms of the alloy. (Kg)







a) 6 b) 4 c) 8 d) 5

e) Answer not known / 

114.Multiply and express as a mixed fraction : 
1

7 7
2



  


1

7 7
2



a)
2

1
56 b)

1
52

2
c)

2

1
53 d)

2

3
54

e) Answer not known / 

115.The 13th term of an A.P. is 3 and the sum of first 13

terms is 234. Find the first term.







a) 23 b) 33 c) 0 d) 3

e) Answer not known / 

116.Find the sum of the following / 

11 7

13 2

 
  
 

a) -2
8

13
b) -2

17

26
c) -2

9

13
d) -2

19

26

e) Answer not known / 

117.Which of the following is not true?.

a) Every rational number is a real number.

b) Every integer is a rational number.

c) Every real number is an irrational number.

d) Every natural number is a whole number.

e) Answer not known



a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

118.Find the least positive integer n such that

1+6+62+.......+6n>5000

1+6+62+.......+6n>5000 



a) 5 b) 6 c) 7 d) 4

e) Answer not known / 

119.If Rs.1600 is divided amongA and B in the ratio 3: 4

then, B’s share is

A B    

B



a) Rs.480 b) 800 c) 1000 d) Rs.200

e) Answer not known / 

120.Find the LCM of 156 and 124.



a) 4836 b) 156  c) 13 d) 12

e) Answer not known / 

121.A works 3 times as fast as B and is able to complete a

task in 24 days less than the days taken by B. Find the

time in which they can complete the work together.

A B

B 







a) 19 days/ b) 9 days/
c) 20 days/ d) 29 days/
e) Answer not known / 

122.Simplify / 
21

4
3

7

2
7 

a)
21

5
4 b)

2
4

21
c)

21

3
4 d)

21

4
4

e) Answer not known / 

123.Find two smallest perfect square numbers which when

multiplied together gives a perfect cube number.





a) 1 & 4 b) 4 & 9 c) 9 & 9 d) 4 & 16

e) Answer not known / 
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124.Find /
2 5

3 10

   
   

   

a)
-4

3
b)

3

5
c)

2

7
d)

2

8

e) Answer not known / 

125.From his office, a person wants to reach his house on

foot which is at a distance of 
4

3
 km. If he had walked

2
2

1
 km, how much distance still he has to walk to

reach his house?(km)


4

3



2

1



()

a)
3

1
2 b)

2

1
3 c)

1
3

4
d)

2

1
4

e) Answer not known / 

126. “Religion does not teach us animosity; we are Indi-

ans and India is our home”, who quoted this state-

ment?

a) Babur b) Humanyun c) Akbar

d) Iqbal e) Answer not known

“ 

”



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

127. The word secular was incorporated in the Preamble

through the which Amendment of the Indian Consti-

tution





a) 41st b) 42nd c)   43rd d) 45th

e) Answer not known / 

128. Consider the following statements and tick the ap-

propriate answer

i) Secularism is invaluable for a society like India

which is characterized by religious diversity.

ii) The word secularism was not mentioned in the

Constitution when it was adopted in 1950.

iii) Article 26 deals with payment of taxes for the

promotion of any particular religion.

iv) Akbar’s tomb situated at Sikandara near Agra.

a) i, ii only b) ii, iii only c) ii & iv only

d) i, ii and iv only e) Answer not known



i) 



ii)     

   



iii)      



iv) 



General Studies (25)

a) i, ii  b) ii, iii  c) ii, iv 
d) i, ii iv  e) 

129. The term secularism is derived from the word

‘saeculum’ which belongs to

a) Latin b) Spanish c) Greek

d) Italian e) Answer not known

‘’    



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

130. According to Article 28, which type of education is

restricted in state aided educational institutions?

a) Religious instruction

b) Moral education c) Physical education

d) None above thesee) Answer not known





a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

131. Madai Festival is a tribal festival of which among the

following states?

a) Assam b) Bihar c) Chattisgarh

d) Manipur e) Answer not known

‘’



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

132. Who composed the famous song ‘Sare Jahan

SeAchha’ ?

a) Jaidev

b) Mohammad Iqbal

c) Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay

d) Rabindranath Tagore

e) Answer not known
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“  ”   



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

133. In which of the following styles of dance the story/

theme is always taken from Mahabharata and

Ramayana ?

a) Bharatanatyam b) Mohiniattam

c) Odissi d) Kuchipudi

e) Answer not known

    





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) Answer not known

134. The National Integration Day is observed on _______

a) 14th November b) 19th November

c) 12th November d) None of these

e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

135. Who among the following heads the National Inte-

gration Council in India?

a) President

b) Vice President

c) Prime Minister

d) A retired Chief Justice of Supreme court

e) Answer not known





a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

136. What do you mean by “Unity in Diversity”?

a) People of different religions are united

b) People of different regions are united

c) People speaking different languages are united

d) All the above

e) Answer not known

“”

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

137. Which among the following race of Indian is Oldest?

a) Negritos b) Proto Australoids

c) Mongoloids d) Nordics

e) Answer not known





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

138. The famous Hazara temple of Vijayanagara was built

during the reign of

a) Krishnadeva Raya b) Deva Raya I

c) Deva Raya II d) Harihara I

e) Answer not known





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

139. What was the chief characteristic of the financial

system of Vijayanagara Empire?

a) Surplus rent b) Land Revenue

c) Income from seaports

d) Monetary system e) Answer not known





a)  b) 

c) 

d)  e) 

140. With whom the king of Vijayanagara, Krishnadeva

Raya fought the battle of Golconda?

a) Quli Qutb Shah b) Qutbuddin Aibak

c) Ismail-Adil Khan d) Gajapati

e) Answer not known

   



a)  b) 

c) 

d)  e) 

141. The Delhi Sultan during whose period Bahmani

Kingdom was established in Deccan

a) Muhammad Bin Tughluq

b) Firoz Shah Tughluq

c) Alauddin Khalji

d) Jalaluddin Khalji

e) Answer not known
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a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

142. Who of the following Vijayanagar Kings had assumed
the title ‘Andhra Bhoja’ ?

a) Devaraya I b) Devaraya II

c) Krishnadeva Raya

d) Virupaksha II e) Answer not known

“” 


a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

143. Select the correctly matched pair

a) Sekkilar - Sivaga Sindhamani

b) Jayankondar - Moovarula

c) Ottakkuthar - Kalingathupparani

d) Pugazhendi - Nalavenpa

e) Answer not known



a)   

b)   

c)   

d)   

e) 

144. The Chola’s administration was divided for the pur-
pose of easy administration in that the Valanadu was
headed by

a) Nattar b) Periyanattar c) Ilamko

d) Gramani e) Answer not known




a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

145. Samudra Gupta, in his southern expedition defeated
the Pallava ruler

a) Vishnugopa b) Sivaskandavarman

c) Vijayaskamdavarman

d) Sri Varman e) Answer not known

    


a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

146. Who was called as the Ponveindha Cholan, who lib-

erally donated gold to Chidambaram Nataraja

temple?

a) Uttama Cholan b) Aditya Cholan

c) Parantaka I d) Vijayalaya Cholan

e) Answer not known





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

147. Vatapikonda title was adopted by

a) Narasimhavarman II b) Narasimhavarman I

c) Rajasimha d) Mahendravarman I

e) Answer not known



a) b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

148. Which one of the following trade centres of ancient

India was on the trade route connecting Kalyani with

Vengi?

a) Tagara b) Sripur c) Tripuri

d) Tamralipti e) Answer not known







a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

149. The Chola ruler who defeated the Ceylon king and

shifted Anuradhapura, the capital of Sri Lankas to

Polanaruva was

a) Rajaraja I b) Kulothunga I

c) Parantaka I d) Rajendra I

e) Answer not known





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

150. The Virupaksha temple was built based on the model

of

a) Kailasanada temple

b) Vaikundaperumal temple

c) Mutheeswara temple

d) Matagenswara temple

e) Answer not known

    



a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 


